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What are your expectations for this space?



Your results depend on your attraction strategies



OGVPolaris

Attraction Consideration ValueDelivery BrandAdvocacy
stranger

Did not come in contact 
with aiesec

visitor
Has made an account on 

aiesec.org

Lead #1
Started applying and 

getting accepted to GV 
opportunities

Lead #2
The EP is in progressàhe

chose to what opportunity 
he wants to go

Customer #1
EP is officially approved and 
receives all the prep before 

the experience

Customer #2
Ep has its first day of work 
and is officially realized!

He is in the exchange 
experience

Promoter #1
The ep has had the finished 

date of the experience and is 
returning home happy!

Promoter #2
The ep has done the final lda, 

MoS & NPS surveys and is 
officially complete!





product



product



Why is Global Volunteer different than any other exchange programs in your university?



price
What is the price of a GV?



price
What is the price of a GV?

What is the cost? What does it cover?

$499
Fixed fee. 

To be paid after you are accepted to a project
to AIESEC United States.

Covers: 
Help in finding the right opportunity

Outgoing Preparation Seminar, 
Support throughout the exchange experience,

Debrief of the experience
iSOS & STEP

$0 - $100
Flexible fee depending on the project and
country you choose to go on exchange to. 

To be paid on first day of work to the AIESEC 
Local Committee abroad.

Covers: 
Accommodation

1 meal/day(depending on the project)
Incoming Preparation Seminar

Departure Support
Airport Pick-up

VISA support
The fees do not include flight

tickets or insurance!



How can we make sure we market the price properly in our attraction strategies?



place Where can I go on exchange? 
Where do I sign up?



place Let’s play a game



place Where can I go on exchange? 
Where do I sign up?

Mexico 



place Where can I go on exchange? 
Where do I sign up?

Argentina 



place Where can I go on exchange? 
Where do I sign up?

Romania 



place Why did you choose those countries? 
Why should I go in one of them in my exchange?



promotion
ROUTINE IS KEY!!!



promotion
How many times a week are you actively 

attracting students to go abroad with 
AIESEC?



OGVPolaris What can you do for physical 
marketing?

tabling Class
shouts

Marketing 
stunts

Attending
events

The physical marketing campaigns should have as a purpose attracting the right
people to sign up on aiesec.org and start looking for opportunities. All the elements in
the physical campaigns should be ”out of the box” ideas that will make AIESEC stand
out from a crowd of other University Clubs.

How are you selling the Global Volunteer Value Proposition to your campus?

Pr
involvement



OGVPolaris how to stand out from the crowd
tabling

Be creative and offer a 
way for people to actually 
engage with your table -
SDG signs, AIESEC signs, 
or props that people can 
take photos with!

Honestly, no  one will come at a boring table. Would you?

engage track Sign-ups act

Are you approaching 
people or you are 

waiting for them to come 
at your table?

EX: dance roll-calls, have 
good merchandise like SDG 
stickers, have an 
interactive map where they 
can pin where they want to 
go, etc. 

A big reason why tabling 
events can be unsuccessful 
is because there isn’t a call 
to action that people 
should do IMMEDIATELY 
after or during their time 
by your table.
Invite the people to an info 
session that you will have every 
week to learn more about GV! 
Make them put their contacts 
in a list and call them to remind 
them!

Have you ever had people
signing-up directly on the
table?
Forget about paper forms or
outdated virtual forms…it
doesn’t help you at all. It is
basically one more step that
you add in the customer flow.
Instead, have a laptop/iPAD
where people can sign up
directly on aiesec.org. BAM!
Direct opens from tabling!

We are living in the 21st

century. Paper ruins the 
planet. Bring a laptop 

and the trees won’t 
suffer.

How would you know if you
tabling event was successful?
By the number of sign-ups that
result from it!
Also, make sure that when the
potential EPs subscribe on the
platform they are putting in
referral so for the future
strategies we are aware from
where young people find out
about AIESEC and Global
Volunteer.

If you don’t know the 
worth of your actions, 
why are you making the 

actions anyway?



OGVPolaris What should be the flow?
Or how to be smart in reaching more people through alliances.

monday tuesday wednesday Thursday friday

Tabling, Marketing Stunts, Massive Promotion on Campus and Facebook Ads

Info Session/O2Os with Open EPs

The promotion needs to be based on the marketing calendar given by the 
national AIESEC United States page. If you do not have local partners 

from a country that we will promote nationally in a specific week, keep 
promoting the LCs and the countries that brought you the most results in 

terms of conversion rates and performance! 



promotion How do you track if your tabling/mkt 
activity had success?



promotion We check number of OPENS/DAY!



promotion Which referral do you think is the most 
common one?



promotion
Where are most of our opens coming from?



promotion
FRIENDS-32% OF ALL OPENS



promotion
How can you take advantage of that?



We are not doing enough. 
We are not in our campuses every day.  

We have to be more visible.  
We have to understand what we are selling.



Questions?


